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The Third International Conference on Papuan Linguistics was held in Madang, Papua New Guinea, 15-18 September 1992. Six of the twenty papers from the conference were published in the first issue of *LLM* for 1993; another five appear in this issue. In all, eleven of the twenty papers presented at the conference appear in these two issues. The other papers have either been published elsewhere or are still being revised by the authors. Possibly some of these nine will still appear in some future edition of *LLM*. For now, I’ll list the other nine papers so any readers who are interested in the topics discussed can correspond directly with the author.

*A Comparative Analysis of the Strickland Plain Languages* – John M. Clifton  
*The Zia Pronominal System of Address* – Sakarcpe Kamene  
*From Event to Grammar: Serial Verb Constructions in Kalam* –  
Jonathan Lane and Andrew Pawley  
*Parallels between Stems and Medial Verbs in Baruya* – Richard Lloyd  
*Some Minor Word Classes in Tanggu* – Johan Lotterman  
*Was It a Surprise, or Did You Expect It?* – Robert Petterson  
*The Morphological and Syntactic Status of Verbs in Amele* – John R. Roberts  
*Reconstructing the Linguistic Pre-history of the Isumnud Strait: A Progress Report* –  
Malcolm Ross  
*Medial Verb System of Menya* – Carl Whithead

For more information on the conference, contact the secretary of the LSPNG at the address inside the front cover. And keep watching for the announcement for the Fourth International Conference on Papuan Linguistics scheduled for 1996. We’d love to see you there!
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